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↑   Two-way encrypted radio 
communication with the hub+ 
continuously monitors and reports the 
status of the  a2m active. 

↑   a2m active can be transported in an  
ibox cassette across the pavement 
for increased security. 

↑   Sensors detect an attack and 
automatically release the permanent 
ink stain. Add CRIMETAG®, our unique 
forensic tracing technology. 

This is the next generation in ATM cash protection, with 
intelligent remote management and attack detection  
sensors. a2m active is a fully integrated system within the ATM 
safeguarding from all types of attacks. Control a2m active with 
two-way encrypted radio via the hub+ to  
monitor, send commands and operate remotely.

Our closed cash system protects the a2m active cassette  
contents throughout the cash life cycle. Keep cash secure  
during first line ATM maintenance, reducing downtime to  
keep your operations efficient. Secure, across pavement 
protection can be upgraded by using an ibox cassette. 

This secure cash cassette holds the same amount of  
banknotes as a standard ATM cassette, so you can 
maintain your replenishment schedule.

Intelligent sensors detect any type of attack and  
automatically release our specialist IBNS ink stain,  
permanently neutralising the cash value. Use with  
CRIMETAG®, our unique forensic tracing technology  
to trace cash and provide an evidence chain.

Protect cash in your ATM network; whether it is  
transported, replenished, or stored.

a2m active is more than just  
a smart cash cassette. 

↑    a2m active range from Secure Innovation
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How can a2m active improve your business?

⟶  Improve customer services. Reduce ATM 
downtime with secure a2m active cassettes 
during maintenance.

⟶  Minimise costs. a2m active can be configured  
to work with any ATM cash replenishment 
schedule and holds the same amount of  
notes as a standard ATM cassette.

⟶  Reduce losses. IBNS ink stain technology  
has been fundamental in minimising losses 
due to reducing rewards for criminals.

⟶  Improve efficiency. Monitor and control  
a2m active remotely and review status data.

⟶  Provide safety. For your staff and the public.

The next generation of ATM cash protection is here. 

A complete system designed to protect your ATM network 
from any physical attack. Removing the reward for criminals. 

Safe Solution
Deters criminals, uses no harmful or toxic 
substances, pyrotechnics or explosives

Simple | Easy To Use
Simple and easy to use, a2m active slides 
into your ATM like any other cash cassette

Automatic Response
Detects an attack and automatically 
releases our IBNS ink stain and optional 
forensic marker from CRIMETAG®

Universally Compatible
a2m active is compatible with all major 
types of ATM

Value for Money
Deters criminals, reduces losses  
and works with your cash replenishment 
cycle

Low Maintenance
Minimal servicing intervals and  
other maintenance checks

Remote Management
Responses can be triggered from a 
dashboard remotely to the a2m active 
cassette, and override programmed 
responses

Timed Access
a2m active cassette can only be opened 
at designated times between locations

Auto Alerts
Audible and visual alerts indicate status 
and actions

Status Updates
Optional status updates for ultimate 
visibility

Internal Black Box
Records status, actions, time,  
attack and attempted attack data

Audible Alarm
Emits a signal when in a  
pre-programmed high-risk state

Removal Detection
a2m active cassette knows when it 
has been removed from a safe location 
such as in the ATM, or an ibox cassette 
inside a CIT vehicle

Movement Sensor
Can be programmed to detect any 
movement

Tamper Detection
Detects any unauthorised attempt to 
open or break the a2m active cassette

Ink Degradation
Renders cash valueless using our IBNS 
ink stain, add our unique marker from 
CRIMETAG® to trace stolen money

Note Stop Function
Stops banknotes being dispensed 
from the ATM if there has been an 
attempted attack and all the notes 
inside are ink stained

ESD Protection
Removes risk of circuit board damage 
from static electricity

Temperature Sensor
Detects extreme temperatures which 
indicate some types of attack

Customised Solution
We can optimise the programming and 
integration of a2m active® to suit your 
business needs

Hub+
A permanent installation inside the 
ATM to relay information between the 
a2m active cassette, the ATM and the 
remote dashboard

Two-Way Radio
Two-way communication between the 
a2m active cassette and the remote 
dashboard to enable security teams to 
react to threats

Wi-Fi Connection
Internal Wi-Fi signal for reliable 
communication and connectivity

Seismic Sensor
Detects vibrations to protect against 
physical attacks from tools like angle 
grinders or drills

Liquid Detection
Detects liquids in the ATM and 
automatically responds

Door Sensor
Detects unauthorised opening of the 
ATM safe door

Solid Explosive Detection
Detects the infiltration of solid 
explosives into the ATM

Cash Slot Protection
Detects criminals forcing the cash 
dispenser slot

Explosive Gas Detection
Detects numerous explosive gas 
compounds

Backup Battery
Safeguards from any power-loss or 
interruption to service

Jackpotting Sensor
Detects use of illegal software to 
withdraw cash from ATM, and stops the 
attack by blocking access to the data

COMPATIBLE WITH
ibox cassette, Remote Planet &  
CRIMETAG®



Interested in Secure Innovation 
solutions?

We’ll help you find the right products 
and pricing for your business

Secure Innovation
Spinnaker House 
Saltash Parkway  
Saltash, Cornwall 
PL12 6LF 
United Kingdom

+44 (0) 1752 850 300

securein.com

Secure Innovation is the  
global leader of intelligent 
protection products and 
custom control solutions.

For over 40 years we have researched, designed 
and developed innovative solutions with cutting 
edge technology to protect people, and safely  
secure cash and high value assets.

Listen.  Innovate.  Support.
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